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Class project name
Becoming
Course name
ARCH 100 / GRDS 100 | Basic Design
Instructors
Rana Haddad [coordinator] | Karim Farah |
Pascal Hachem | Hatem Imam |
Sandra Richani | Rafﬁ Tchakerian |
Shawki Youssef
Semester
Fall 2017
Project info
Five verbs. Two broken chairs merged into
one.
Students featured
Abdel Haﬁz El Hajj | Aya El Husseini |
Ayah Al Souﬁ | Mira Darazi
Project brief
“What would a chair look like if your knees
bend the other way?” Steven Wright
Five verbs. Two broken chairs merged into
one. The verbs are used to employ the way
the merging is taking place. The aim is to
experiment and trust the process, which is
more important than the ﬁnal form of the
composition. The ﬁnal piece should be able
to carry the weight of an average person. It
does not have to look like a chair, nor does
it have to be comfortable. | List of verbs:
To roll | To crease | To bend | To shorten |
To twist | To split | To cut | To remove |
To differ | To disarrange | To curve |
To inlay | To rotate | To swirl | To hook |
To suspend | To collect | To hang |
To distribute | To enclose | To dilute |
To modulate | To erase | To force | To fold
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[Ayah Al Souﬁ]

[Abdel Haﬁz El Hajj]

[Mira Darazi]
[Aya El Husseini]

ARCH/101
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Class project name
Origami Paper Shape + Functions
Course name
ARCH 101 | Design I
Instructors
Sinan Hassan | Mustapha Jundi |
Christos Marcopoulos
Semester
Spring 2017
Project info
Studio on Introduction to Tectonics, Space
and Representation
Students featured
Jana Semaan | Lama Barhoumi |
Mahmoud Fahs | Ralph Karam |
Riad Tabbara
Project brief
The project is the ﬁnal exercise in a series
of seven exercises that constitute a
semester-long single project. It acts as the
ﬁnal step of several didactic experiments
guided by shifts in scale, various
observations and materials and ﬁnally
accidents. The studio began by addressing
principles of space, boundary, morphology,
movement and proportions, into
understanding and rethinking program and
architectural functions. The seven parts
are divided as follows: | 1. Morphogenetic
Construct: Language | Referring to list of
words [archetypal architectonic elements,
actions and adjectives] to conceive,
compose and construct spaces. | 2.
Anthropometric Modiﬁer: the Body and
Space | Generating a personalized scale
and “body ruler” by mapping and measuring
primary, secondary and tertiary body parts.
| 3. Sectional Modiﬁer: Tome, the Cut,
Double Cube Section | Introducing scale to
the previous model by focusing on a double
cube section of the model. | 4. Dynamic
Modiﬁer: The Body in Motion | Analyzing and
mapping the body performance in one of the
spaces of a domestic setting. | 5. Spatial
Construct: Positive Negative Reversal |
Further testing of a spatial sectional
construct by applying a process of positive
negative reversal on the previous model.
| 6. Datum Construct: Solid Void Colliding
[grounding] | Bringing previous models
together to negotiate ﬁgure/ground
relationship. | 7. Transcendental construct:
The Space of Dreams | Re-imagining the
model through the introduction of a
circulation vector and residential program
to conceive of a house of dreams.

[Jana Semaan]

ARCH/202
Class project name
Integrated Structure in Daileh
Course name
ARCH 202 | Design II
Instructors
Sinan Hassan | Mustapha Jundi |
Nicolas Fayad
Semester
Fall 2017
Project info
Studio on Materials and Structures in the
Natural Environment
Students featured
Lina Hammoud | Mahmoud Fahs |
Riad Tabbara | Sarah Al Harouny
Project brief
The project is the ﬁnal exercise in a series
of three exercises that constitute the
structure of the studio. First, Natural Active
Structures / Acrobatic Structures addresses
structural systems in response to
geographical and topographical conditions.
Second, Natural Environments / Landform
as Built-form introduces analytical and
experimental site investigation exploring
micro as well as macro aspects of the site.
The third project in the sequence entails
designing a full-ﬂedged building in the
disputed site of Dalieh in Beirut, aiming to
re-imagine future developments in the area
as architectural opportunities that engage
the land's form and its history.The program
called for a hybrid function comprising a
re-designed ﬁshermen's port, a housing
facility for the ﬁshermen, along with a ﬁsh
market.
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Class project name
Climatic Approach: Live-Work-Play
Course name
ARCH 304 | Design IV
Instructors
Aram Yeretzian | Yousif Bustani |
Carol Moukheiber
Semester
Fall 2017
Project info
Studio on climate responsive design and
living / working hybrid typologies
Students featured
Salem Shamia | Jane Mary Chalfoun |
Lea Kayrouz

A

B

C



Project brief
The studio focuses on environmental issues
and the integration of green strategies into
the design of mixed-use projects including
a housing component in natural, rural or
urban settings. The studio elaborates on
housing typologies, site and climate data
collection and analysis, and emphasizes
climate responsive strategies through
the impact of daylight, sun and wind
on design. Students learn how building
positioning, orientation, form, organization
and openings can be strategically used to
capture and control site resources. They
also investigate landscape opportunities
and constraints. In parallel, the studio
addresses the inﬂuence of behaviour and
social interactions on site and building
organization and form.
Student
Jane Mary Chalfoun
Project title
Live-Play-Work
Project description
"Live-Play-Work" is situated in Bchamoun,
as a compound with 5 small towers
designed in an environmentally responsive
manner, where nature, birds, music and
people merge and connect together. Live
includes hybrid housing typologies, play
includes bird watching stations, and work
incorporates music and theater programs. |
The ﬁve towers are inverted to prevent the
sun from entering the rooms in summer,
while allowing the lower winter sunrays
in, as well as to provide the maximum
public space on the ground ﬂoor and to
allow the cold breeze to run through the
whole project from the valley. The towers
also include an atrium that is designed to
provide necessary daylight and stack and
cross ventilation for the spaces. Facade
louvers are also integrated that change
depth throughout the tower depending on
the function of each room.











C

A

B

ARCH/305/407
Class project name
Ground moves
Course name
ARCH 305/407 | Vertical Studio I & II
Instructors
Carla Aramouny | Carol Moukheiber
Semester
Spring 2017
Project info
Speculative visions for the urban mountain
Students featured
Mira Al Jawahiry | Helena Homsi |
Nina Matraji | Souha Bou Matar |
Zeina Bekhaazi | Manar Khatib
Project brief
Due to the relentless encroachment of
urbanization from the coast towards the
mountains, heavily sub-urbanized areas
can be seen as densiﬁed “mountains”
forming the extending zones between
Beirut and the hillside villages. However,
the uncontrolled construction of these new
“urban” areas has resulted in the rapid
destruction of the natural landscape and an
alienation from the environment. The studio
set out to imagine new futures for these
ex-urban mountains, calling for a greater
synthetic relationship between architecture,
the natural landscape and their adjacent
disciplines. The students developed thus
speculative ex-urban visions, looking at
new integrative modes of domesticity that
combine living and working scenarios, with
the integration of infrastructural systems.
Students
Mira Al Jawahiry | Helena Homsi
Project title
Landscape As A Machine
Project description
The city has become a chaotic laboratory.
The intervention in the land is the genesis
to an entire new way of living. With a
recycling system anchored in the core
coordination along side a circular economy
that provides the maximum positive impact,
the terrain vague is reborn. The use of
renewable energy is the secret to a long
lasting scheme. | The proposal of a plug-in
architecture, engages a space in Baabda,
pierced by a main highway that ultimately
creates two areas connected via a tunnel.
The ﬁrst space houses the scaffold with
the residential units following an organic
grid layout and creating a network of living
spaces arranged in two clusters. The
second space acts as the provider and
heals the wilting vegetation. Several links
connect the water towers to the river and
the units’ discharge to the waste recycling
towers of the second site. A “cradle-tocradle” system ultimately structures the
nature of the intervention.
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Class project name
Silence
Course name
ARCH 305/407 | Vertical Studio BePublic
Instructors
Rana Haddad | Joanne Hayek
Semester
Spring 2016
Project info
BePublic Initiative - SILENCE - a project that
investigates the noise pollution of Beirut.
Students featured
Nadine Abdulsalam | Faisal Annab |
Racha Doughman | Nadine Eid |
Lea Ramadan | Betina Abi Habib |
Zeina Bekhaazi | Souha BouMatar |
Mario El Khouri | Karen Madi |
Mira Al Jawahiry | Luzan Al Munayer |
Mia Baraka | Ibrahim Kombarji |
Shada Mustafa | Natacha Bou Akl |
Helene Chartouni | AndreaComair |
Omar Darwiche | Mohamad Deeb
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Project description
We set our eyes on an abandoned gallery
space on the Ground Floor of the Arida
Building, a modernist building, built by
George Rais and Theo Kanaan in the 1950's.
However, we discovered that this building
is planned to be demolished; so, we were
never granted permission to enter the
space. We were left with the sidewalk lining
the building, exposed to the protective
ministry across the street. | In the Arabic
language the two words Tazahor and
Mashrou' encompass different meanings
oscillating between political and sometimes
neutral poles. Tazahor as Tazahor: Protest,
Tazahor: Pretend, lzhar: Reveal, Mazaher:
Appearances and Mashrou' as: Project,
Scheme, Legislated, Licit. | Our project
(Mashrou') grew from these linguistic
nuances to design spatial occurrences:
situations.
How Many Balloons Are We
Allowed to Fit in the Shutter?
On March 28, 2016 at 17: 11, Autonomous
visits their site with 4 bags of unblown
balloons, a camera, and open lungs. The
shutter is naked, wind passing through
the gaps of the grid. Omar, Mohammad
and Andrea approach the shutter, each
with their own bag ofballoons. Helene
documents. The exercise begins at the
bottom of the shutter covering the door.
A balloon is blown into the ﬁrst gap in the
lower comer of the grid. The balloon is
blown halfway out of the rectangle then
placed in the rectangle and blown further
until the border of the rectangle constrains
the balloon. When the edge of the rectangle
squeeze down on the balloon, the balloon
is tied and the blower moves to the next
rectangle. The process is repeated until
all the rectangles are ﬁlled. Pedestrians
pass by and look over curiously. No one
engages. At 17:51, we realize we are running
low on balloons. We send Omar to go buy
some more. Mohammad and Andrea blow

Project brief
'Silence' is the third of a series of studios
about public interventions in the city, which
was co-taught at AUB by Rana Haddad.
Through a series of design assignments
in vertical studios, students addressed
current issues related to intervening in
public spaces using one-to-one temporary
architectural installations. The studio
was run in collaboration with the ‘Sawt wa
Samt’ initiative: a multidisciplinary group
part of the AUB neighborhood initiative,
dedicated to conducting research on noise
in Ras Beirut, creating events to provoke
discussion, and advocating public policy
reform.
Students
Natacha Bou Akl | Helene Chartouni |
Andrea Comair | Omar Darwiche |
Mohamad Deeb
Project title
Tazahor Mashrou’
[Arida Building Sidewalk, before Sanayeh Garden]

up the remaining balloons until 17:56 when
the stock is completely depleted. We await
Omar's return. At 18:04, a family passes
by the vitrine. The children are happy with
the balloons. The mother tells her daughter
to stand in front of the shutter and takes
a picture of her. The children laugh. The
family walks away. At 18:09, Omar returns
with a new stock ofballoons. Autonomous
sets back to work automatically, ﬁlling the
remaining gaps. At 18:21, an army ofﬁcer
approaches autonomous. He is curious
and concerned. His tone is kind but the
words are strict. He asks about the work.
We explain the intention. After an analysis
of the names and intention, he leaves us
to the work, with the promise that we will
clean up the mess once we're done. We
promised. The army ofﬁcer crosses and
talks to Player 1 across from us. They shrug
and speak conﬁdently. The exchange is
brief. The ofﬁcer seems to be in charge.
Player 1 only nods and agrees, brieﬂy
interjecting from time to time. The ofﬁcer
goes back to his post at the other gate.
Autonomous goes back to blowing the
balloons and ﬁlling the gaps. At 18:44,
a mother and her daughter walk on the
sidewalk across the street. The little girl
is excited about the balloons. She points
at them and exclaims to her mother. At
18:46, an old woman comes out of the gate
facing us. She notices us and observes
the work. She crosses the street to us
and asks Andrea what we're doing. She's
excited. AT 18:56, a police car stops by
us and asks what we're doing. We explain.
They are relieved and offer us help. The
words are nice but the tone is sarcastic
and condescending. At 19:11, an old man
passes by and asks us what we are doing.
He is pleasantly surprised. At 19:24,
autonomous has fmished the experiment.
At the end of the experiment, the shutter is
ﬁlled with 459 balloons. Upon coming back
the next day, 38 balloons were popped.
That leaves us with 421 balloons.

ARCH/305/407
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Students
Betina Abi Habib | Zeina Bekhaazi |
Souha BouMatar | Mario El Khouri |
Karen Madi
Project title
Tashwish
Project description
The installation aims to create an
awareness of the surrounding environment
in Horsh Beirut. The project tackles two
different thresholds within the site using a
common playground game, and yet absent
from the Horsh: the seesaw. First, ‘radio
silence’, questions the barrier between
the different users by placing a seesaw
as a gate belt on a permanently locked
door. Second, ‘guard-band’, takes place
on the highest point of the Horsh, offers a
dialog with the city which noise and scape
transgress the green belt of the park.
Through a 360 degrees ride, and moving
from 50cm off the ground to 2m above,
one experiences the peacefulness of the
greenbelt versus the noise pollution of the
cityscape.

[Horsh Beirut]

ARCH/305/407
Class project name
Mars – Episode I
Course name
ARCH 305/407 | Vertical Studio
Instructors
Karim Najjar | Rafﬁ Tchakerian
Semester
Spring 2016
Project info
Mars Studio – Episode I: Conquest and
Survival
Students featured
Fayssal Yatim | Mariam Yassine |
Tina Najia | Ismail Hutet | Mohamad Nahle |
Ghida Chehab | Reem Nassour | Serge Saab
Project brief
Initiated by the Harvard Business School
Aerospace Alumni Group (HBSAAG) and in
partnership with AUB,“Mars Studio” is a
recurring credited course and consists of
different episodes addressing different
themes, which are “Episode I: Conquest
and Survival” and “Episode II: The Colony”.
Such a challenging course is open for
students aiming on designing innovative
and habitable shelters for humans on
planet Mars. Students, who acquire the
potential to turn ideas into inventions
and to take the initiative to make Mars
a habitable planet for mankind, have
the opportunity to be at the forefront of
innovation and to design utilitarian Mars
shelters for future space habitats that
can withstand extreme cold, high radiation
levels, lack of oxygen, and frequent dust
storms.
Students
Fayssal Yatim | Mariam Yassine |
Tina Najia | Ismail Hutet
Project title
Honeycomb
Project description
The concept of structure originates from
experimentation with a compressible and
expandable honeycomb surface made from
hexagonal units. The surface is able to
bend in one direction, but when the surface
is subjugated to a force in the other
direction, it presents possibilities for the
creation of space through deformation. By
applying forces on the structure, opposite
bending occurs and allows for two types
of vaulted and domed spaces. The vaulted
spaces allow to plug in the ECLSS and
ﬁxed spaces, like the airlock, whereas the
domed spaces form the sleeping, working
and the greenhouses. | The structure
integrates to the sand dunes on the planet
by running parallel to them. Responding to
this landscape morphology by attaching to
one end of the dune and freeing the other,
helps the structure by protecting the frost
ﬁlled units from the sun.
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Project brief
The studio challenges students to design
a housing tower with cultural and/or
communal functions on the lower levels.
The lots are on the “edges” of AUB campus.
The housing is designated for AUB faculty,
whereas the other functions are designated
to serve the community outside AUB. |
The purpose of the studio is to design
a multifunctional building that marks a
dynamic interface between on- and off
campus. Ideally the building will act as an
incubator that improves the quality of the
neighborhood and the city.

Student
Maha Sabalbal
Project title
The Hanging Tower
Project description
The project is located in the current
faculty parking lot of AUB near Ain Al
Mraisseh, accessed from the New Women’s
dormitories gate. The project’s aim is ﬁrst
to maximize views, without depriving the
neighboring buildings from theirs, and
second to free entirely its ground ﬂoor.
Hence, it challenges the typical ground
ﬂoor conﬁguration of a high-rise tower. |
The most ubiquitous massing in the area is
a massing that occupies the entire length
of the plot, maximizing its sea view. The
preliminary massing of the project starts
from this typical conﬁguration: with a
volume occupying the entire length of the
given plot that is then is split into two.
One is pushed back towards the dorms ,
allowing for the creation of an additional
volume perpendicular to the previous ones.
Consequently, extra surfaces and spaces
with are sea view are generated.

PA N E L PAT T E R N
PROGRAM

Class project name
Edges
Course name
ARCH 406 | Comprehensive Design Studio
Instructors
Bernard Mallat | Christos Marcopoulos |
Karim Najjar
Semester
Fall 2017
Project info
Project for a hybrid faculty residential tower
at AUB
Students featured
Amina Kassem | Maha Sabalbal
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ARCH/406
Student
Amina Kassem
Project title
Verdant Heights
Project description
Serving as a vertical landscape and a
faculty hub, “Verdant Heights” is a twenty
four-story tower located at the periphery of
AUB campus facing the corniche of Ain Al
Mraisseh. The tower is a mixed-use building
with an urban exhibition space, a faculty
library and residential apartments on its
upper ﬂoors. The exhibition space at the
level of the corniche opens up to the public
with an inviting green courtyard that links
to campus. The library sits on top of the
exhibition space, and communal gardens
are situated between each three ﬂoors,
allowing outdoor activities for faculty and
residents. | The tower consists mainly of
plates that shift in two directions, the
vertical and the horizontal. The horizontal
shift allows different views and terraces on
different ﬂoors. The vertical plates shift
serves different functions: as a structural
separator between the apartments and as a
shading device.
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ARCH/508
Advisors
Robert Saliba | Christos Marcopoulos
Student
Karen Madi
Semester
Fall 2017
Project title
Edge Effect, A Modern Day Resistance
Project description
The Golan Heights is a junction between
four countries, but only accessible to the
Israeli population and foreigners from the
left and the United Nations Disengagement
Observer Forces from the right. With 30
Jewish settlements and around 20,000
Syrians, the ground is fuelled with
obstacles but the air encompasses 500
million migratory birds since the region
witnesses a bottlenecking of bird migration
during spring and autumn. However, these
ﬂocks that pass over the Middle East have
witnessed reduced stop-over sites due to
the effects of global warming, hunting,
and tourism. Bird strikes have cost the
Israeli Air Force more monetary losses
and fatalities than the resistance since
birds and military aircraft ﬂy at similar
altitudes. These birds, a metaphor for
peace, non-settlement, and freedom,
know no boundaries and are therefore
taken as allies to build an intervention
on unreachable grounds. Several aviaries
are scattered along the Golan Heights
to cover a wider surface area for data
capturing, examination, and aid of
migratory, resident, and newly introduced
birds, providing information and activities
useful to the environment, the birds, the
occupiers, and the occupied. By turning the
traditional aviary inside out, enveloping the
people in a space dominated by birds, a
building typology is generated.
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[Yasmine Atoui]

ARCH/013
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Class project name
L’Orpheo
Course name
ARCH 013 | Scenography
Instructor
Cornelia Krafft
Semester
Spring 2017
Project info
Contemporary scenography
Students featured
Lea Ramadan | Luzan Al Munayer
Project brief
Based on the different opera, ballet and
ﬁlm versions of the ancient greek myths of
“Orpheus and Eurydice”, the students have
to reinterpret the story into a contemporary
setting by designing the stage set and
costumes in models and partially 1:1 within
the frame of Beirut´s Massrah Al Madina. |
The plot “Orpheus and Eurydice”:
Orpheus played the lyre with such
perfection that even his father Apollo was
surprised. It is said that nothing could
resist his beautiful melodies, neither
enemies nor beasts. Even trees and rocks
were entranced with his music. Orpheus
fell in love with Eurydice, yet their marriage
didn't last long as soon running in the
woods she was bitten by a snake and died
instantly. | Her body was discovered by
Orpheus who, overcome with grief, played
such sad and mournful songs that all the
nymphs and gods wept. On their advice,
Orpheus travelled to the Underworld. His
music softened the hearts of Hades, who
agreed to allow Eurydice to return with him
to earth on one condition: He should walk
in front of her and not look back until they
both had reached the upper world. | He
set off with Eurydice following, and, in his
anxiety, as soon as he reached the upper
world, he turned to look at her, forgetting
that both needed to be in the upper world,
and she vanished for the second time,
but now forever. | After the research of
the most famous existing versions and
interpretations of this myths the students
of the course ARCH 013 elaborated on
individual designs within the Model of
Massrah Al Madina in scale 1:20, executed
costumes partially 1:1 and a poster for a
ﬁctive staging of their over all design.
Student
Luzan Al Munayer
Project title
L’Orpheo et Eurydice

Student
Lea Ramadan
Project title
Orpheus, a journey from the ashes

ARCH/060
Class project name
Algorithm & Iterations
Course name
ARCH 060 | Algorithm & Iterations
Instructor
Ahmad Noureldine
Semester
Fall 2017
Project info
Parametric design of responsive structures
Students featured
Faisal Annab | Zeina Bekhaazi |
Danielle Raffoul | Rim Jaber |
Aya Zantout | Karim Nasser |
Souha Bou Matar | Mia Baraka |
Serge Saab
Project brief
The course explores the ways in which
parametric programming can lead to greater
integration of design and fabrication in
architectural design, using Grasshopper/
Rhino3d as the main software platform. The
course project utilizes tools of parametric
design to solve and generate through
algorithms a design that responds to
multiple architectural desired outcomes.
Structural typologies as well as skin,
material, and details are inserted as
algorithms that would formally respond to
conditions of tension, moments, weight
and forces, environmental, light and
wind... The design process generates
a responsive design that maintains the
tangible and coherent physical, structural
and constructible principles that it started
with. Afterwards, the application of design
iterations to the parameters generates new
hybrid possibilities to the initial typologies
and to the spatial architectural output.
The ﬁnal step is decoding the generated
analytical model into a buildable model
through computer-aided manufacturing.
The details, panelling and materials are
designed and incorporated into the digital
model, and then fabricated.
Students
Faisal Annab | Zeina Bekhaazi
Project title
Bio-Receptive
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ARCH/060
Students
Danielle Raffoul | Rim Jaber
| Aya Zantout
Project title
Adaptive Pavillion

ARCH/061
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Class project name
DI-Lab - Shams Library
Course name
ARCH 061 | Design Impact
Laboratory (DI-Lab)
Instructors
Karim Najjar | Balsam Madi |
Ahmad Nouraldeen
External consultants
Transsolar, Climate Engineering
Nabil Najjar, Structural Engineer
Semester
Summer 2016
Project info
Public installation with social and
environmental impact
Students
Betina Abi Habib | Natacha Bou Akl |
Andrea Comair | Mohamad Deeb |
Joseph El Jadam | Tina Najia |
Mohamad Nazar | Fayssal Yatim
Project title
Shams Library

Project description
Shams is post-disaster structure with an
education objective located in the Bekaa,
and designed as a prototype that fulﬁls
the following objectives: sustainable
design, socially conscious and adequate
learning conditions. The structure was
methodologically divided into frame, roof
and wall systems. For the frame, a threehinged arch was adopted, allowing for an
8m span roof. Steel joints connect the wood
members, which allows for prefabrication
and easy assembly on the ground. | The
inclined roof is covered sequentially
with MDF boards, waterprooﬁng, air gap,
insulation and white zinc boards with 4
fans, allowing for proper ventilation to
avoid over-heating in summer. Thermal
comfort is enhanced by a 40-meter long
geothermal earth duct, which allows warm
pushed air into the library. |For the walls,
waterprooﬁng, sand bags, and wooden
boards were laid sequentially outside the
frames with gypsum inside, providing
sufﬁcient thermal mass for a comfortable
climate and for noise protection. Shelves
were inserted between the frames to carry
books and toys. The furniture follows the
Montessori color code for a stimulating
learning environment. A translucent sheet
on the upper part of the north façade
generously provides the space with diffused
day light. | The described strategies prove
that the Shams prototype considerably
improves the conditions of vulnerable
communities at a low cost, with use of
passive design, local materials and the
participation of the local community in the
construction process.
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URDS/601

[Project objectives]
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[Character zones | Responding to the existing dynamics]

Class project name
Mitigating Gentriﬁcation:
The Case of Mar Mikhael
Course name
URDS 601 | Urban Planning & Design Workshop
Instructors
Serge Yazigi | Mustapha Jundi
Semester
Fall 2017
Project info
Towards A More Resilient District “D” – Mar
Mikhael, from a pre-determined master plan
to an open ended master plan
Student featured
Ali Ghaddar
Project brief
Over the past decade, Mar Mikhael witnessed
an increase in urban activities, speciﬁcally in
the leisure and building development sectors.
Both operate within the mechanisms of
gentriﬁcation, transforming the neighborhood
at a fast and unregulated rate. | This
workshop investigates the various changes
and transformations that Mar Mikhael is going
through and that is caused by gentriﬁcation.
It assesses the potential role(s) the area
could play in developing a framework for
tackling this issue. | The workshop examines
the neighborhood's capacity to become a new
node negotiating the dynamics between the
city center and other neighborhoods such as,
Bourj Hammoud, Jetawi sector and Medawar/
Port area.
Project title
Towards A More Resilient District “D” – Mar
Mikhael, from a pre-determined master plan
to an open ended master plan
Project description
The project aimed to propose an alternative
to the Fouad Boutros highway that was
planned to cut across the Mar Mikhael through
an integrated approach that responds to
the dynamic processes that inﬂuence the
neighborhood (e.g. other infrastructures,
land speculation, social vulnerability,
deregulation). To this end, the analysis
explores the “pixilated master plan” as
a ﬂexible and dynamic frame that allows
the designer to explore interventions on
the basis of the typological conﬁgurations
produced through the pixilated master plan.
The pixilated master plan reﬂects existing
forces, deﬁning character zones according
to the dominant catalytic forces acting on
this block of the neighborhood. The catalytic
approach then translates into exploratory
scenarios, allowing for an open-ended
process to generate interventions. The ﬁnal
product translates into a design strategy that
blurs highway boundaries, ﬁlls the gaps, and
integrates the expropriated buildings within
the scheme.

[Do nothing scenario | Existing]
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[Landscape typologies]

[Dialectic park scenario]

[Lay down scenario | Post gentriﬁcation]
[Design strategy]

URPL/661
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Class project name
Mobility and Neighborhood Planning:
Tariq al-Jdideh
Course name
URPL 661 | Urban Planning &
Design Workshop
Instructors
Mona Harb | Ibrahim Mneimneh
Semester
Fall 2016
Project info
This workshop addressed the challenges of
urban mobility and accessibility, focusing
on conditions of high density and mixeduse neighborhoods in large cities.
Student featured
Issa Alhajj
Project brief
The Planning and Design Workshop is a
studio-based 6-credit core course that
trains cohorts of urban planning and urban
design students to identify an urban issue
through a case-study, critically investigate
the challenges and opportunities posed by
this issue, and propose integrated urban
interventions that address the social,
economic, environmental, and institutional
components of the identiﬁed issue.
The Tariq al-Jdideh Planning Workshop
investigated how to improve mobility and
accessibility conditions in dense mixed-use
neighborhoods in a capital city. It examined
concepts, approaches and tools of
neighborhood planning, as well as mobility
and accessibility.

[Strategic map]

[3D visualization]

Project title
Urban Intervention on Mobility and
Accessibility
Project description
Heavy reliance on private cars for mobility
has generated severe congestion in Tarik
Al-Jdideh where limited parking spaces and
disregard to urban regulations have allowed
cars to intrude on all aspects of this
district’s life, overwhelming public spaces.
To counter this trend, my intervention
aimed at encouraging the residents of Tarik
Al-Jdideh to shift to alternatives modes
of transportation for their mobility inside
the neighborhood. I designed my approach
around the principle of “Modal Integration”,
the coordination of transport infrastructure,
facilities, and services to enable
continuous links between different modes
of transportation. I proposed a solution to
improve mobility by enabling accessible
and seamless links across different modes
of transportation.

[Street typologies]

[Soft mobility map]

URDS/602

[Phasing Timeline]
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[Overall vision]

Class project name
Reclaiming Reclaimed Land:
Biel Waterfront and Beyond
Course name
URDS 602 | Urban & Landscape Design Studio
Instructors
Robert Saliba | Hana Alamuddine
Semester
Spring 2017
Project info
Connectivity in Continuity – Re-stitching
the Waterfront Through Its Commercial
Sub-district
Students featured
Mariam Hamieh | Bassel Blaybel
Project brief
Urban coastlines are strategic and dynamic
zones undergoing continuous pressure
for both preservation and extension. From
defensive military thresholds in historic
towns to infrastructural and recreational
grounds in contemporary cities, coastlines
have morphed into artiﬁcial islands
(Dubai), port extensions, industrial and
free zones, airports, and sport facilities
(Hong Kong, UIA) and entire residential
and business districts (New York, Monaco,
Beirut). However, coastlines as fragile and
vulnerable environments, are threatened
by climate change and rising sea levels,
which disturb and damage the coastal
ecosystem. The studio seeks to explore
the role of these reclaimed lands in the
development and life of the city to relieve
urban densities, provide a breathing ground
for their inhabitants, promote transport and
trade activities, create distinctive skylines,
and foster new opportunities for economic
development.

[Main extended axes and visual corridors]

[Master plan]

Project title
Connectivity in Continuity – Re-stitching
the Waterfront Through Its Commercial
Sub-district
Project description
Our analysis of typologies and uses of land
reclamation informed the development of
a revised master plan for the reclaimed
land, accounting for its connection
with other city neighborhoods. | Our
hypothetical scenario assumed the land
reclamation never happened. We chose
the infrastructural extension system that
allows us to preserve the identity of the
natural coastline and to extend Beirut
in an economically viable and ﬂexible
method with the lowest environmental
impact. The proposal consisted of (1) a
phasing strategy, (2) a general master
plan of different phases, (3) study of the
vehicular, maritime and pedestrian network,
(4) Zoning and land-use plans, (4) building
typologies, and (5) Design approach.

[Existing zones extension]

URDS/604

[Activities: day]
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[Activities: night]
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[Section of Ramlet el-Bayda park and social behaviors:
Inside and around the park]

[Conceptual proposal]

GRDS/202
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Class project name
Industrial sectors
Course name
GRDS 202 | GD II Identity Design
Instructors
Ahmad Gharbieh | Maya Saikali | Mia Azar
Semester
Fall 2017
Project info
Visual identity for a factory
Project brief
In this assignment, students conceive
a name, design a logo and develop a
complete house style and a range of
applications –including signage, packaging,
ﬂeet and communication design– for a
factory, following a reﬂection on a speciﬁc
industry’s visual/verbal codes and
conventions.
Student
Michelle Hamed
Project title
Shakhtar
Project description
Identity for a coal factory







The beneﬁts of this little rock

Whichever way you look at it, this little black
rock provides many benefits to our economy,
wages, infrastructure and everyday lifestyle. And
it can now reduce its emissions by up to 40%
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GRDS/202
Instructors
Maya Saikali | Ghita Abi Hanna
Semester
Fall 2016
Project info
Identity, housestyle and poster series
Student
Ash Wadi
Project title
Zapruder
Project description
“Zapruder” is an identity for a ﬁlm club
the language of which is based on murder
documentaries. The applications include a
logo, a poster series and a visual/verbal
housestyle.
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GRDS/203
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Class project name
Public awareness
Course name
GRDS 203 | GD III Design in the Community
Instructors
Reza Abedini | Maya Saikali
Semesters
Spring 2017 | Spring 2018
Project info
Design of an informative public awareness
campaign
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6
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Project brief
Students are asked to design a public
awareness campaign through a poster
pamphlet for an issue that they consider
crucial in the development of civil society
in Lebanon or any other country in the
region. Their research for this campaign
needs to be informed by experts/
organizations (public and civil society
institutions) who have been active locally
on the issue they chose to address.
Student
Tiffany Murr
Project title
Let us Breathe
Project description
Anti air pollution awareness campaign
Student
Rana Basha
Project title
Diagnosing Autism is a Challenge
Project description
Awareness campaign for early autism
diagnosis
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Student
Assile Chehab
Project title
Rashomon
Project description
Poster design for the ﬁlm by
Akira Kurosawa
Student
Sarah Najem
Project title
Three Colours: Blue
Project description
Poster design for the ﬁlm by
Krzysztof Kiešlowski
Student
Chiara Zakhia
Project title
Wings of Desire
Project description
Poster design for the ﬁlm by
Wim Wenders
Student
Dana Bahri
Project title
Funny Games
Project description
Poster design for the ﬁlm by
Michael Haneke
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Student
Lana Abu Soufeh
Project title
Lisa Gerrard | Twilight Kingdom

LISA

Project description
Concert poster
Student
Dana Bahri
Project title
Mikis Theodorakis | Zobra
Project description
Concert poster

Twilight
Kingdom
For one who has made so
many memorable soundtracks,
Gerrard has always striven to
keep her solo albums pure

-

At Musichall
At Midnight
August 9

Student
Rabab Charafedine
Project title
Rabih Abou Khalil | Sultan’s Picnic
Project description
Concert poster
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Class project name
Poster March
Course name
GRDS 251 | Type I
Instructors
Yara Khoury | Khajag Apelian
Semester
Fall 2017
Project info
Typographic poster design
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Project brief
In this project, students develop a series
of compositions following 8 steps of
typographic restrictions, leading to a ﬁnal
poster integrating type and image.
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Student
Fatema Taher
Project title
Typographic Beirut
Project description
Typographic Beirut conference poster
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Typographic Beirut is
Arab’s largest exchange
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GRDS/304
Class project name
Newsletter
Course name
GRDS 304 | GD IV Publication
Instructors
Reza Abedini | Khajag Apelian
Semester
Fall 2017
Project info
Arabic newsletter design
Project brief
In this project, students had to design a
sequential newsletter in two colors for a
cultural event in Arabic.
Student
Tatiana Bohsali
Project title
Aslaf
Project description
Newsletter for an Arabic ﬁlm festival
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GRDS/304
Class project name
Arabic book
Instructors
Leila Musﬁ | Mia Azar | Khajag Apelian
Semester
Fall 2016
Project info
Book design
Project brief
In this project, students had to pick
an Arabic novel and reinterpret it
typographically.
Student
Stephany Madi
Project title
Hikayat Zahra
Project description
A typographic interpretation of Hanan
al-Shaykh’s The Story of Zahra
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GRDS/305
Class project name
Inside-out – Spaces and signs
Course name
GRDS 305 | GD V Packaging
and Environmental Design
Instructors
Ahmad Gharbieh | Hatem Imam | Mia Azar
Semester
Spring 2016
Project info
Signage and wayﬁnding systems
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Project brief
Design and prototyping for a complete
signage and way-ﬁnding system for a
building on campus.
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Students
Anna-May Khoury | Stephany Madi |
Layan Makarem | Reina Mardini
Project title
Ada Dodge Hall signage system
Project description
In this assignment, the students worked
in groups to design a complete signage
and way-ﬁnding system for Ada Dodge Hall,
a building within the American University
of Beirut with multiple functions and a
rich history. The scheme picks up on the
building’s heritage to develop a fully
functional language, rich with architectural
and archival references that at once
celebrate the past and become encoded
within a contemporary way-ﬁnding logic, all
with a little bit of humor.
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GRDS/305
Class project name
Things that work – Make me a kit
Instructors
Ahmad Gharbieh | Hatem Imam | Mia Azar
Semester
Spring 2016
Project info
Kit design and fabrication
Project brief
In this assignment, students were asked
to design a personal, single-serving kit
with a focus on user-centeredness and
fabrication.
Student
Yasmina Rasamny
Project title
Unnoticed
Project description
“Unnoticed” responds to this brief by
proposing a compact, prepackaged,
and reusable portable toilet, perfect
for camping trips and other outdoorsy
activities, complete with sealed bathroom
amenities and a replaceable bag
mechanism.
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GRDS/305
Student
Rawane Damaj
Project title
Go Public
Project description
“Go Public” responds to the brief by
proposing a kit that is worn on the wrist,
which allows one to use a public toilet
literally without touching anything. It is
small enough to ﬁt in a purse but loaded
with all kinds of weapons against the unpleasantries that may arise.

GRDS/343
Class project name
Dancing rotoscope | Moving infographic
Course name
GRDS 343 | Motion Graphix
Instructor
Lina Ghaibeh
Semester
Fall 2016
Project info
Music video clip using rotoscope animation
Project brief
Each group of 4 students create a video
clip following a one minute piece of music.
The Students within the group rotoscope
themselves based on a video of them
dancing to the music piece, adding or
abstracting as they please, taking into
consideration the motion and style of
their team members. The ﬁnal animations
are compiled to make an eclectic yet
homogenous 1 minute video clip.
Student
Anna May Khoury
Project title
Feel Good
Project description
Rotoscope animation
Student
Sarah Sarouﬁm
Project title
Feel Good
Project description
Rotoscope animation
Student
Melissa Haddad
Project title
Combined
Project description
Rotoscope animation
Student
AnnaMay Khoury
Project title
Did you know
Project description
This project invites the students to create
a short animated infographic for the
Archaeology museum at AUB, that invites a
younger audience to explore the museum
through curious unexpected stories
or information about it, gathered and
researched by the student through ﬁeld work.
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GRDS/407
Class project name
Final Year Project
Course name
GRDS 407 | Final Year Project
Instructor
Reza Abedini [advisor]
Semester
Spring 2017
Project info
Graphic design graduation project
Students featured
Sami Karam | Karima Deghayli |
Nareg Krikorian
Project brief
The ﬁnal year project is a culmination
of a year-long process where students
investigate a design topic of their choice
and implement design proposals developed
in the initial research phase. It is the
ﬁnal step of the studio sequence before
graduation and represents an integration
and synthesis of the students’ acquired
knowledge and skills.
Student
Sami Karam
Project title
The Oculine Tarot
Project description
Our 21st century has yet to witness its
own rendition of the timeless Tarot Cards.
Therefore, this project aims at reviving and
reintroducing the deck to a contemporary
audience whereby the viewer will be subject
to a radical shift from the original, highly
illustrative rendering of the Tarot.
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GRDS/066
Class project name
Studio Mario Project Archive
Course name
GRDS 066 | Stations of time: The study
and making of Alternative comics
Instructor
Lina Ghaibeh
Semester
Spring 2017
Project info
A four-page Arabic Language Comic
Project brief
Using the portraits from the post cards of
the Photo Mario Archive Project: Recapturing
the memory of a neighborhood photography
studio, at Beit Beirut as inspiration, and
reﬂecting on personal stories you collected
through interviews or the talks presented,
create a 4-page comic telling the story of
a person, a place or a moment in time.
In engaging with the archive, the project
"aims to be part of the story of the many
transformations of the city and its people
during the past 50 years”.
Student
Stephany Madi
Project title
Photo Mario
Class project name
A night out
Course name
Grds 066 | Stations of time: The study
and making of Alternative comics
Instructor
Lina Ghaibeh
Semester
Spring 2017
Project info
A one-page Arabic Language Comic
Project brief
Create a one-page comic that effectively
articulates a signiﬁcant event in one
night; it should show the effects of that
moment, using appropriate and effective
comics devices to help communicate the
story by not only telling, but also showing
what's important in the narrative, keeping
the ﬂow of the sequencing ﬂuid, and
paying attention to props, landscape and
characters, while using interesting and
dynamic illustrations.
Student
Sarah Sarouﬁm
Project title
That Night

[Photo Mario | Pages 2/4 & 3/4]
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